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Abstract

Usage of the floor-lifting method for buildings erection with precast-monolithic reinforced concrete frames of «KUB» or similar frame system was reviewed in the article. Analysis of technological features of proposed method was done. Advantages and disadvantages of proposed method usage were listed. Opportunity of floor-lifting method of reinforced concrete frames buildings erection in dense areas usage was justified. Usage of the floor-lifting method for erection of buildings with precast-monolithic reinforced concrete frames of «KUB» or similar frame system allows to reduce the works complexity due to the complete refusal to use the equipment for the verification and temporary fixing of slabs individual elements and the operations exclusion associated with the retrieval and temporary fixing floor slabs elements. Proposed method usage allows to move majority of assembly operations to the ground floor level, which can significantly increase the industrial safety level, improve the work and control quality. Reducing the installation parameters values, allows to use less powerful self-propelled cranes for building frame elements installation, in some cases, completely refuse to use the tower cranes. It makes sense to use this building frameworks erection method in dense urban areas. The main disadvantage of this method is the high demanding quality of the slabs elements production. Because the surface of the slab is the basis for the next floor slab, inaccurate factory production will not allow the exact slabs elements installation in the required position.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades of the XX century and at the beginning of this century, housing construction with the use of precast-monolithic frame system "KUB" and related systems has become widespread [1, 2, 3]. Residential complexes and districts are being built using this constructive system (figure 1).

Advantages of such systems include: wide possibilities for designing, free planning and redevelopment of premises, high unification of elements, resistance to seismic influences, the possibility of buildings erection ace up to 24 floors, construction speed and other [4]. However, along with the advantages, these systems also have disadvantages, among them the complexity and high laboriousness of installation, verification and temporary fixing of structural elements of the ceiling before the joints filling [5]. The complexity of the verification and temporary fixing of the ceiling leads to inaccuracies in the installation in the horizontal and vertical direction, which entails the need for additional technological operations, additional time expenditures. Reducing the complexity and laboriousness in the construction industry is actual because of tight competition among construction companies.

Fig. 1: Residential complexes built with the usage of precast-monolithic frame structures of the “KUB” system

2. Analysis of recent research and publications

Taking into account the high demand on the housing market for monolithic frameworks "KUB" and related systems, a large number of scientific research was carried out over the last decades and many scientific papers were published. A large number of different issues were investigated [6, 7, 8]. Problems of structural
elements and joints design [3], seismic impact assessments [3], and various planning solutions [9] were solved. Various equipment for checking and ceiling elements temporary fastening, which considerably improves the accuracy of structures installation, is offered.

2.1. The purpose of the paper

An analysis of the floor lifting method usage for the residential buildings erection with a “KUB” precast-monolithic frame system and other related systems are given in the paper. Coverage of the floor lifting method usage advantages and disadvantages for the such type buildings construction are showed. Possibility analysis of the proposed method buildings construction in conditions of dense urban area were under investigation in the paper.

2.2. Formulation of previously unresolved issues of a common problem.

Through the research conducted in recent years, the overwhelming number of issues concerning the design and calculation problems of the constructive specified type systems were solved. However, from the construction technology point of view the frameworks usage, which are under consideration, not all issues have yet been resolved. One of these issues is the exclusion of the need to use additional equipment for verification and temporarily fastening of elements and, as a consequence, the exclusion of technological operations related to the verification and fixing, reducing complexity of the frame construction, increasing the level of industrial safety during the execution of installation works.

3. Basic material and results

The specified frame system type consists of the elements depicted in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2: Precast-monolithic frame of “KUB” system](image)

The frame erection is executed in the following sequence [4, 5, 8]:
1 – installation of foundations; 2 – installation of columns; 3 – installation, verification, temporarily fixation with the conductors of columns slabs; 4 – installation, verification, temporarily fixation with the mounting supports of slabs, placed between columns; 5 – similar installation of middle slabs; 6 – installation and welding of metal elements of joints; 7 – execution of joints concrete filling; 8 – removing of mounting supports and conductors.

During the installation of the ceiling elements and their verification, three install-workers are on the slab with an area not less than 4 m², which does not have a fence. It can lead to falls from heights, falling of tools and equipment. Temporary fastening and checking is carried out with the help of mounting supports. To fix one slab, four supports are used. It is necessary to install about 500 temporary supports for the construction of a 500 m² ceiling. After filling and solidifying the concrete in the joints, all these supports must be dismantled and moved to the next floor. The labor complexity of works related to the temporary fixing of ceiling elements is up to 50% of the total labor complexity of ceiling construction.

The solution to these issues is an important task as in terms of labor protection improving and in terms of a significant reduction of labor complexity and increasing cost-effectiveness.

One of the methods for the construction of framed buildings with a monolithic or prefabricated monolithic frame is a method of floor lifting (Figure 5). The sequence of a frame construction in this way consists of the following operations: 1 – installation of foundations; 2 – installation or creation of first level columns; 3 – erection of underground building part; 4 – creation of monolithic ceiling above the building underground part; 5 – arrangement of the entire floor slabs package from the first to the last floor over the basement, distribution layer arrangement. Plates are separated by a separating layer. Each next slab created after the concrete of previous slab has reached of required strength. 6 – installation on the first level columns the lifts for slabs lifting, the slabs are raised to an intermediate position and fixed. 7 – concreting of the second level of columns or installation of columns; 8 – the rising of the slabs continues after the column’s concrete has reached of required strength. The last two items are repeated before finishing of the concreting or column’s last level installation and the all slabs lifting in the project position.

The method described above was used in building practice for the construction of residential and public buildings frameworks exclusively with monolithic slabs. This method allows to shorten significantly the usage period of building cranes, and sometimes completely abandon of their use, significantly reduce the construction site area.
If we analyze the key features of this frame construction method, it becomes obvious that it can be applied with certain changes to the construction of frames considered in this paper. The process of a frame erection will have the following structure: 1 – creation of foundations; 2 – creation of first level columns; 3 – construction of building underground part; 4 – installation of building underground part slabs with traditional methods; 5 – checking the horizontality surface of slabs, if it is necessary, surface leveling; 6 – installing the elements of the next level slab on the floor slab surface above the underground part; 7 – installation and welding of metal joints elements; 8 – filling of joints with concrete; 9 – after reaching the concrete in joints of required strength, operations 7 and 8 are repeated for other levels floor slabs (Figure 6); 10 – on the first level columns installed lifts for slabs lifting, the slabs are raised to an intermediate position and fixed (figure 7); 11 – concreting of the second level of columns or installation of columns; 12 – the rising of the slabs continues after the concrete of columns has reached of required strength. The last two items are repeated before finishing of the concreting or installation of the last level columns and the lifting of all slabs in the project position.

Fig. 5: Construction of building with the floor lifting method usage: 1 – core of rigidity; 2 – foundations; 3 – columns; 4 – package of slabs

Fig. 6: Creation of slabs package: 1 – core of rigidity; 2 – foundations; 3 – columns; 4 – package of slabs; 5 – crane.

Fig. 7: Lifting of slabs to an intermediate position: 1 – core of rigidity; 2 – foundations; 3 – columns; 4 – package of slabs; 5 – lifts; 6 – metal bands 7 – stocked up columns; 8 – building crane.
As can be seen from the above structure installation process of "KUB" system framework or related systems, most of the installation operations are transferred to the ground floor level. It significantly (up to 75%) reduces the duration of install-workers at a height. From the work’s structure excludes operations of temporary fixing and verification of the slabs elements position, it allows to significantly reduce the installation complexity of ceiling elements (up to 30 – 50%). The transfer of majority of installation operations to the ground floor level can significantly improve the work quality, facilitate the quality control implementation. The need of cranes usage, in addition to construction the core of rigidity and building underground part, is maintained during the installation of floor slabs package, the installation of columns and the lifts installation on the columns. The creation of the floor slabs package at the ground floor level allows to refuse the usage of tower cranes. The installation of the columns of the second and the other levels and the reinstallation of the lifts can be carried out with the help of a crane installed on the surface of the upper ceiling slab (Figure 8). The stocking of the columns of the second and next levels takes place on the last floor slab surface.

Fig. 8: Installation of second level columns: 1 – core of rigidity; 2 – foundations; 3 – columns; 4 – slabs package; 5 – slabs installed to an intermediate position; 6 – crane; 7 – stocked up columns.

4. Conclusions

The usage of the floor lifting method for the "KUB" system frames and related systems construction can reduce the work complexity on the floor slabs construction due to the complete refusal of the equipment usage for the verification and temporary fixing of individual floor slabs elements and the exclusion of operations associated with the verification and temporary fastening of floor slabs elements. The usage of the proposed method allows to transfer majority of assembly operations to the ground floor level. It can significantly increase the level of industrial safety, improve the work quality and control quality. Moving the most installation operations to the ground level, installing the columns of the second and next levels from the last slab surface, significantly reduced mounting values, allows to use less powerful self-propelled cranes for the installation of building frame elements, in some cases, to completely abandon of tower cranes usage. It makes sense to use this construction method in dense urban areas. The main disadvantage of the method is the high demand for the quality of floor slabs elements manufacturing. Because the surface of the slab is the basis for the slab of the next floor. Inaccurate factory production will not allow the exact slab elements installation in the required position.
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